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“COMBINING EFFORTS AND PARTNERSHIPS INTO BORDER CONTROL ECO-SYSTEMS THAT MATTER”  

 

Brief compilation of the breakout session "Borders in Global Disorder (II) / The Fault Line or External and 

Internal Security" 

 

 

Intro 

On February 9th and 10th the Netherlands Chief of Defence, General Tom Middendorp organized the 

biennial Future Force Conference (www.ffc2017.org). This year’s theme was "From partnerships to 

ecosystems: combining our efforts for a more secure world". Acting managing director of EASP AIR 

MARSUR/ISR Pieter Voeten had the privilege to contribute in the breakout session "Borders in Global 

Disorder (II) / The Fault Line or External and Internal Security". This session was organized and coordinated 

by The Clingendael Institute, The Hague (www.clingendael.nl). 

 

In this session Rear admiral Luc-Marie Lefebvre (Deputy Operation Commander for EUNAVFORMED 

operation Sophia Mission), Lt.-Gen. Harry van den Brink (Commander of the Royal Netherlands Military 

Constabulary), Prof Christof Roos (Research Professor Migration & Diversity), Jacki Davis (moderator) and 

Pieter Voeten (MD EASP AIR MARSUR/ISR) participated as panel members.  

 

Herewith a brief compilation of the contribution which was focused on the benefits of eco-systems in the 

domain of border security.  

 

Understanding the maritime surveillance domain: the high violence spectrum 

One of the tools to enhance maritime and border security is the deployment of Maritime Patrol Aircraft 

(MPA). MPAs are to provide ‘Maritime Domain Awareness’ above the surface. The military-related tasking 

of military MPA is focused in the High Violence Spectrum. The dominant high-end roles of such MPA are 

focused on Anti-Submarine Warfare, Anti-Surface Warfare, maritime intelligence-surveillance and 

reconnaissance (ISR) and search and rescue (SAR) at sea. 

 

As we speak, there is a capacity within the NATO domain of more or less 85 MPA to be available. As 

Europe’s EEZ is almost 7.040.000 km2 this means the aerial coverage of an area of 81.900 km2 per MPA. 

This capacity is regarded as being not sufficient, resulting in a growing demand for new and more MPA 

capacity. For this reason the implementation of a maritime patrol aircraft consortium model is now under 
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discussion by some of the NATO member states. A rather challenging ambition with the NH90 and MRTT 

experiences in mind. 

 

Versus the low violence end of the spectrum  

On the ‘low violence’-end of the spectrum there are the air policing tasks. Both the military (and National 

Bodies) as well as civil partners can deploy operations in this environment. This so-called ‘air-policing’-

model is tasked to border control and coastal guarding, fishery inspection, anti-poaching surveillance, anti-

pollution, SAR, etc. The RNLAF is providing 2 DO228’s and staff to the Netherlands Coast Guard. These 

DO228’s are amongst the assets which are provided by EU member states to the EU Agencies as FRONTEX. 

 

Chances 

In my opinion the ‘air-policing’ domain is ideally suited for cooperation within civil and military eco-systems. 

We know the cases in which such cooperation is working excellently. For example, the flying ambulance 

service in the northern parts of The Netherlands as well as the provisioning of maritime surveillance 

capacity in the Dutch Caribbean. But these cases focus primarily on national requirements. In the EU 

domain such kind of eco-systems will also become pretty soon more and more import. One of those areas 

might be the European Border Control environment. For this reason my appeal is to cluster national military 

and civil MarSur assets into one national Border Control eco-system. As a start to enforce national 

capabilities. Ultimately, to be ready for deployment within multinational EU operations under direction of 

the Dutch Military or Dutch National Bodies. 

 

Challenges 

The EU Agency currently responsible for external EU border control is FRONTEX. FRONTEX seeks 

cooperation with civil parties within operations such as TRITON and POSEIDON. But this cooperation is a 

challenging one. Nor the deployment of medium-sized MPA’s nor the deployment of multiple civil systems 

seems to be possible due to very tight budgets. FRONTEX has to deal with power struggles between 

national bodies and the own organization. National bodies prefer to get funded by FRONTEX to enhance 

and deploy own capacity rather than FRONTEX having deployed its ‘own’ systems. Medium-sized MPA are 

‘over-budget’. Resulting in the majority of missions to be executed with cheaper but not 100% compliant 

(and thus unsafe) aerial systems. Another challenge is the fact that EU tendering processes are practically 

hardly take hurdles in terms of manpower and business volume. In the end the current EU procurement 

system does not encourage the use of innovative national small & medium enterprises (SME).  

 

Given the ambitions of FRONTEX-“GEN-2” (The new European Border and Coast Guard EBCGA) there are 

now new opportunities to enhance cooperation within border control clusters and thus in output and 

efficiency. Opportunities which might benefit to the NL Defence Forces as well. The big challenge is how to 

cluster and enhance national capacity in a smart way. Thereafter to deploy these clusters/eco-systems on 

international and multinational EU operations. The benefits are precisely in what the Dutch CDS General 

Middendorp is looking for: cost efficiency, mission efficiency, instant enforcement of capabilities - assets 

and crews, the long-term securing of skills and experience, the acceleration and accessibility of innovations. 

 

3 key questions 

To optimize the benefits of an border control eco-system solution there are at least three key questions 

that must be answered. 3 'booths on the ground'-elements that are essential to implement Civil-Military 

eco-systems which can contribute to an enhanced EU border security capability. These questions are: 

 

1. What roles in border security might there be specifically for armed forces in the spectrum of 

operations and how to apply these military capabilities for non-military roles and task? And which 

roles in the spectrum can be fulfilled with civil actors?  
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2. How can armed forces and civil actors coordinate their roles, activities, achieving unity of effort?  

How could external and internal security actors become better interconnected and share 

capabilities? 

 

3. How to accelerate innovative trajectories and get the SME on-board at eco-systems 

 

1. Roles and responsibilities; ‘divide and rule’ 

The first question is what roles in border security might there be specifically for armed forces and which are 

suitable for civil actors. How to apply military capabilities for non-military roles and tasks and how to deploy 

civil assets for air-policing tasks? What about dual-use capabilities of the civil assets? In the end the matter 

is how the violence spectrum of Border Control could be structured. A well-defined set of roles and 

responsibilities will lay out the impact on the civil-military interface. The clustering of military and civil 

assets and capabilities is the name of the game when implementing civ-mil Border Control eco-systems.  

 

To get this clustering process started one of the bigger drivers might be the question how to deal with 

current and future EU Border Security issues. The quick and dirty answer is that teaming into robust eco-

systems will boost instantly Border Control capacity. Robust eco-systems between civilian authorities (e.g. 

Coast Guard), military authorities (Navy, Military Police, NATO) and civil actors can and should seriously 

'matter'. One of the big benefits for the military is mission efficiency. The NL Defence Force can deploy its 

high-end military assets in high-end environments as they were originally intended for.  

 

Robust eco-systems have some specific characteristics as it feature in the volume of assets and staff, the 

aspirations, the funds and the will to work together. Smart work load distribution and alignment of 

activities and responsibilities, training and joint Concepts of Operations (CONOPS) should be defined and 

structured. Furthermore, the coverage from the high violence spectrum (e.g. military operations) to the low 

violence spectrum (e.g. air policing / surveillance / border control) is to be structured. And not to the least; 

a robust eco-system comprise a portfolio with enough work or financial guarantees to ensure the continuity 

and investments, trainings, and other costs which are carried by the civil partner. For example on the basis 

of a fair availability-fee policy. In return, the civil actors should instantly deliver services, staff and assets. 

Thus avoiding endless and paralyzing procurement trajectories and legal issues.  

 

2. Achieving unity of effort; ‘play the national card’ 

How could external and internal security actors become better interconnected and establish ConOps and 

capabilities? How can armed forces and civil actors coordinate their roles, planning, activities, achieving 

unity of effort? The answer is that robust eco-systems which are supposed to operate in a multinational 

environment at first should be clustered, organized and trained on a national level. 

 

There is no any doubt that Civ-Mil eco-systems can be built more efficiently on a national level as such will 

enhance at first the capabilities of the National Bodies and Authorities. For the civil actors it will be much 

easier to get better interconnected with Dutch military partners and thus with international ConOps. This 

will effect in a dual-use the other way around. A national cluster of assets may only be deployed in  theaters 

of operations after a implementation of standards in training and "Joint Concept of Operations". The 

international deployment of such cluster of assets and crews should be organized under the control of the 

national (preferably military) authorities. This will guarantee maximum effectiveness of such eco-systems.  

 

As a result these clusters/ ecosystems can be embedded in internationally theatres of operations in a more 

efficient and successful way and will thus be more relevant. Not to forget that in this scenario the national 
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Dutch bodies have a stronger influence in the developments of the upcoming supranational agencies as 

their input of national clustered assets and staff has a bigger impact 

 

3. The importance of innovation; ‘get the SME on-board’ 

There is a valuable side effect in the implementation of long term strategies on eco-systems. To make eco-

systems more effective technical and process innovations are important. Technical innovations must be 

realistic and feasible if they are to be embedded on short notice. Civil partners who can provide quick and 

dirty solutions should be sought especially in the (national) SME. Well-embedded SME will guarantee 

dynamics, the availability of fast, innovative processes, fast decision-making processes, enhance knowledge 

and experience of ConOps in the national environment. To embed SME will take some time. The availability 

of R&D budgets and guidance are prerequisites. Embedding SME in border control eco-systems which are 

built on a level national will allow them to participate much easier in this security domain. 

 

As an example: an improved effectiveness of operations is one of the dominant benefits of cooperation in 

Border Control eco-systems. A real innovative and instant contribution will be found in smart 

comprehensive approach of INTEL, data assimilation and the use of prediction tools. The collection and 

assimilation of data on smuggling networks should result in the prediction of location of potential Points of 

Departure. An intensified deployment of surveillance operations in these PoD area’s will instantly support 

the disruption of human smuggling and trafficking networks. It does not take BME’s to assimilate INTEL in 

combination with open sources, social media, geo and metrological data. National SME can offer a great 

contribution in such processes. Another example is the deployment of hybrid manned and unmanned 

operations: such operations will become more and more the domain of SME.  

 

Hence, the real innovation is not (only) in the manufacturing of expensive assets but in the way how 

partners and eco-systems can work together and tune their operational decision making processes. SME 

can play a decisive role. SME  therefore need more opportunities to develop themselves as valuable 

partners. National Bodies and Authorities should benefit much more of the advantages of the flexible and 

innovative character of SME. Eco-systems might contribute to embed the SME in these clusters.  

 

Moving forward 

Getting this cluster started on a national level would highly benefit to the goals and ambitions of the CDS. 

But how to move forward? A working group of civ-mil partners could clarify the potential roles and 

responsibilities of such eco-systems. One of the outcomes should be a set of recommendations how to 

interconnect, train and how to exchange assets and staff. No rocket science in my opinion. The serious 

interest and ambition for long(er) term ‘eco-system’-strategies, as expressed by the CDS, is the good news. 

However; the robustness how to deal with legal issues and paralyzing procurement (EU) trajectories and 

regulations will proof to be the decisive drivers.  
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